Good News, Bad News Jeff Mack

Good News, Bad News is a listening and discussion text designed around an entertaining collection of true stories about interesting characters and events. Based on actual news reports, the course is intended for adults and young adults at the pre-intermediate and intermediate levels. Each three-page unit features a series of task-based activities designed to guide students from general to detailed understanding of the news report and to provide meaningful fluency practice related to the story's theme. The Teacher's Book provides instructions for each activity, photocopiable resources, tapescripts, and answer keys. The audio CDs and cassettes present the stories with a variety of voices and accents. But the good news is there are plenty of agents, and perhaps with a bit more research and specific targeting, you'll get a nibble next time. And what if you go through every single agent and still no bites? No doubt, that's really bad news. But it's also very possible that new agents have come along since you started your quest. Workshop your query and then try the new batch of agents. Or self-publish! A book comes out and it's identical in concept/subject to your working manuscript: Ugh, that's bad news. It's kinda the worst news because you know that you have a great publishable concept. So first, the chances of your manuscript being absolutely identical are slim; keep going. The domain name bad.news is for sale. Attract traffic with high-value keywords, coveted terms, and short domain names. Make an offer on bad.news or contact truename.domains to learn more about how to register valuable available domain names. This domain is short, memorable, and made of valuable keywords. It will help you stand out in search results listings, convey what you do, and catch your customers' attention. The domain bad.news is available now, make it yours while you still can! Power your brand. Join the ranks of top brands and startups. Good News, Bad News is one of those books. " - WABC-TV. "Will allow you to teach lessons about the importance of a good attitude" - SavvyAuntie. "Very cute I also appreciated that there were a few good messages thrown in about friendship and the power of staying positive!" - BookingMama. "May feature just four short words, but it's extra-long on heart. Daily Candy Kids. "Young listeners are certain to clamor for this one again and again . . . and that is good news." - Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books. There are only 4 words- good news and bad news on every page showing each viewpoint. This is a nice story for teaching fact and opinion, positive/negative viewpoints, and friendship. Read more. 3 people found this helpful. Helpful. Report abuse. Junior Mint.